
Smart Market Sentiment High Potential Trades

High Potential 

Top Tickers

Real-time access to high potential 
unusual and momentum tickers, 
algorithmically curated using 
unbiased, data-driven strategy

Industry-Leading

Ticker Research

Every tool you need to research 
trends and identify the chains that 
have high conviction movements

Intelligent Real-Time 

Order Flow, Ranked

Real-time smart money unusual 
options activity and order flow, 
ranked by our proprietary 
algorithm for high potential

Powerful Filters + 

Actionable Presets

Filter the dashboard with a few 
simple clicks or use Actionable 

Presets for a no guesswork 
approach

Market Sentiment + 

Actionable Charts

Institutional-grade market 
context, aggregated by ticker, 

unique, actionable charts to see 
the big picture before you trade

Institutional-Grade 

Tools & Data

Intelligent processing sorts 
through over 6M options 

contracts to identify trades that 
matter, developed by a quant 

Keys to Profit 
Alongside Wall 

Street

Never trade blindly! 
All the tools needed to see 

the full picture and maximize 
your returns.

Save hours of research and 
only see the highest 

conviction trades, unusual 
options activity, and smart 

money positions



Dashboard
Options orders appear in real-time 

during market hours. The dashboard 
displays orders filled at ask/offer.

Ticker Research

All the tools you need to research 
and identify the chains that have 

high conviction movements.

High Potential Top Tickers

Real-time access to high potential 
unusual, sweep, and momentum 

tickers, algorithmically curated using 
unbiased, data-driven strategy.

Historical Flow

Past order flow activity is available 
in the same actionable format.

Intelligent Real-Time Flow

Our intelligent processing sorts 
through over 6M options contracts 
to show you the trades that matter 

in real-time, filtered by our 
proprietary algorithm for high 

potential.

Sort by any column to put the trades 
that matter to you front and center. 

Try sorting by to view 
today’s highest conviction trades.

Weekly Overview

Gain insight into weekly flows with 
an aggregated view of orders for 5 

rolling trading days, including today.

Calls

Puts

Unusual Orders

Easily discover unusual options 
activity traded by smart money with 
highlighted unusual orders. Defined 
as orders that expire within 35 days 
and are at least 10% out of the 
money.

Top Positions

Find new top positions with quantity 
highlighted in blue. Defined as 
orders where the contract quantity 
is greater than open interest on its 
own.

Easily identify high potential trades 
with , our proprietary 
algorithmic ranking that uses an 
unbiased, data-driven approach to 
identify Wall Street’s highest 
conviction trades.

Powerful Filters

Filter the entire dashboard for 
trades that fit your style with a few 
simple clicks or easily change the 
dashboard layout.

Top Tickers Charts

Actionable charts visually represent 
top tickers for a variety of metrics:
• OTM % / Unusual OTM %
• Momentum
• Unusual Volume / Premium
• Call Volume / Premium
• Put Volume / Premium
• Sweep Volume / Premium

Gain insight into whether the overall 
market order flow is bullish or 
bearish and see how many unusual 
and sweep contracts were traded.

Option Order Types

SWEEP Urgent orders filled across multiple exchanges

SPLIT Sweep order filled within a single exchange

BLOCK Large orders typically negotiated off-exchange

Unmatched Market Context

Never trade blindly with 
institutional-grade order flow 
context, aggregated by ticker, to see 
the big picture before you trade.

Sort by any column to bring the 
tickers that fit your trade style front 
and center, or try an Actionable 
Preset. 

Tickers with close to 100% bullish or 
bearish flows means smart money 
agrees on whether they think the 
price will go up or down.

Easily identify the sectors with the 
highest expectation of movement 
with OTM % view, and understand 
sector sentiment with Total 
Premium view.

Combined, these help you avoid 
trading “against the current”. For 
example, it can be easier to trade a 
bullish position in a sector with 
almost all bullish flow.

Sectors with the highest OTM % and 
overwhelmingly bullish or bearish 
flow is where Wall Street expects 
the biggest price movements with 
the most “consensus”.

Actionable Presets

Take the guesswork out of finding high potential setups with actionable presets:

Unusual Unusual trades imply big price swings in short order

Sweeps Sweep trades indicate the highest urgency in fulfillment

Momentum Abnormally high volume compared to daily average volume

Moonshots Low priced contracts with high potential for big price swings



Actionable Snapshots

Highest Unusual OTM %

Most Sweeps

Biggest Momentum

Real-time snapshots delivered

three times per trading day through 
email and our website.

Delivery times (in Wall Street ET):

• 11am: Morning Momentum

• 2pm: Mid-day Movers
• 5pm: Daily Recap

Momentum

Sweeps

Moonshot 
Flow

UnusualUnusual Actionable Preset

+ Flow Sorted by Heat Score

Most Traded Equities 

+ Most Traded ETFs
Moonshot Actionable Preset 

+ Flow Sorted by Heat Score

Sweep Actionable Preset 

+ Flow Sorted by Heat Score

Momentum Actionable Preset 

+ Flow Sorted by Heat Score

https://app.insiderfinance.io/alerts


Choose Your Actionable Preset 
or Actionable Snapshot

Find the Perfect Ticker Trade a High Potential Contract

Select the Actionable Preset that fits your trade style (or 
choose Custom for ultimate flexibility) 

Take the guesswork out of finding high potential setups:

Unusual Potential big price swings in short order

Sweeps Highest urgency in fulfillment

Momentum Very high volume compared to daily average

Moonshot Low price contracts with high potential

3 Steps to Trade

Find high potential tickers in Smart Market Insight by 
Ticker, or check out our Top Tickers page

Never trade blindly with institutional-grade order flow context:

Market Insight Aggregated by ticker to see the big picture

Sector Activity Sentiment + high potential movements views

Top Tickers
Dedicated page of unbiased, algorithmically 
curated high potential tickers

View real-time news, chart analysis, and recent trends in 
Ticker Research to find a contract to trade

All the tools you need to identify high conviction chains:

Chart Analysis Easily review technical indicators

Trends Analyze trends in volume, premium, and more

News Relevant news to identify catalyst events

Real-time Flow
Real-time contracts to consider executing, ranked 
for high potential with Heat Score



Look ForAvoid

Chasing trades or deviating 
from your trade plan

Other Helpful Hints
● Research before you buy.

● Don't count out the small trades. Smart money layers in 
small trades leading up to big movements.

● Don't trade through earnings.

● If a trade has already moved substantially and looks 
overbought, consider waiting to see if smart money put 
orders start to come in.

● Pass on news jumps.

Keys to Success

Tickers that have been run 
up for weeks 

Negative % OTM (adding to 
deeply green positions) 

Trading through earnings 

Tickers reacting to breaking 
news ("news shocks") 

Trading ETF options flow 
(best used for big picture) 

Big picture context from 
Smart Market Sentiment

Technical indicators that 
support trade direction

100% (or close to) bullish or 
bearish tickers

New names or change in 
flow direction (calls to puts)

Larger % OTM (percent out-
of-the-money)

Clearly bullish or bearish 
ETF or Sector sentiment

Small trades with high Heat 
Scores 



If you are new to using smart money order flow as a leading indicator of big 
market movements, start by understanding the intent behind the trade to 
see which ones get results.

● Why are they buying?
● What is that ticker doing today?
● Any recent news?

Smart money order flow for ask activity (i.e. the "buy side") is a very powerful 
leading indicator, but that doesn't mean you can trade it blindly.

● Pay attention to develop a feel for what's normal.
● We can see orders but not the traders' intentions.

○ A large call position can be a hedge against a larger put position.
○ A large put position can be a hedge against a larger call position.

● We don't know the traders' intended hold time.
● Understanding the "why" behind an order will produce the most winners.

○ For example, is there a catalyst, recent news, or earnings ahead?

Understand the Smart Market big picture for the best chances of success. 
Options flow is only one piece of data.

● Look at Smart Market Sentiment pages to understand market conditions. Is smart 
money overall bullish or mixed today? What about different sectors or ETFs?
● Always pull up a chart. Analyzing a chart may show you an opportunity to buy in 

cheaper than smart money.
● Look at the trends on the Ticker Research page for additional context.

Use the Smart Market Equities Sentiment to look for the 100% (or close to) 
bullish or bearish stocks.

● Equities trading with 100% bullish or bearish sentiments are typically not part of a 
broader strategy.

Use the Smart Market ETFs Sentiment to get a feel for market sentiment.

● This is especially helpful when major index sentiments (like S&P) are clearly bullish 
or clearly bearish.

Look for new names or change in "flow" direction.

● Don't chase after trades that have already been run up (i.e. substantial bullish 
flows for weeks). The orders coming in are likely in the money (negative OTM %) 
and adding to positions that are already deeply in the green.

● You'll have the best odds if you trade tickers that are either seeing new flow or the 
flow has changed directions (from bullish to bearish or from bearish to bullish). 
Puts that come in after large bull runs can be big winners.

Don't trade through earnings.

● Just don’t do it. How stock price will react to earnings is unpredictable.
Sometimes stocks beat earnings and dip or miss earnings but rocket upwards. 

● You can always sell then buy back in. Don't get attached and trade with emotion.

Small orders can be big winners.

● It's not always about big premiums. Small orders can be leading indicators that big 
orders will be pouring in soon. Big flows almost always start with a small order, so 
pay close attention to the small orders, particularly “unusual” ones.

Pass on "news jumps".

● Sometimes stocks quickly move 2%+ when reacting to "breaking news". Don't act 
on these immediately; either pass or let it settle before entering. These orders are 
typically from high-frequency trading bots that buy and sell within seconds.

Look at ETF sentiment for the bigger picture, not to trade.

● Most of the put flow that comes from SPY, IWM, QQQ, and others is probably a 
hedge in most cases, even high dollar ones. ETF sentiment is only meaningful 
when it's clearly bullish or clearly bearish.

Know your trade plan and stick to it.

● Don't blindly trade - do your research.
● Pick an entry and exit point before you trade.
● Stick to the plan and don't trade on emotion.

Tips for Trading Alongside Smart Money


